Dose-incidence relationships derived from superposition of distributions of individual susceptibility on mechanism-based dose responses for biological effects.
Dose-response relationships for incidence are based on quantal response measures. A defined effect is either present or not present in an individual. The dose-incidence curve therefore reflects differences in individual susceptibility (the "tolerance distribution"). At low dose, only the more susceptible individuals manifest the effect, while higher doses are required for more resistant individuals to be recruited into the affected fraction of the group. Here, we analyze how such dose-incidence relationships are related to mechanism-based dose-response relationships for biological effects described on a continuous scale. As an example, we use the quantal effect "cell division" triggered by occupancy of growth factor receptors (R) by a hormone or mitogenic ligand (L). The biologically effective dose (BED) is receptor occupancy (RL). The dose-BED relationship is described by the hyperbolic Michaelis-Menten function, RL/Rtot = L / (L + K(D)). For the conversion of the dose-BED relationship to a dose-cell division relationship, the dose-BED curve has to be combined with a function that describes the distribution of susceptibilities among the cells to be triggered into mitosis. We assumed a symmetrical sigmoid curve for this function, approximated by a truncated normal distribution. Because of the supralinear dose-BED relationship due to the asymptotic saturation of the Michaelis-Menten function, the composite curve that describes cell division (incidence) as a function of dose becomes skewed to the right. Logarithmic transformation of the dose axis reverses this skewing and provides a nearly perfect fit to a normal distribution in the central 95% incidence range. This observation may explain why dose-incidence relationships can often be described by a cumulative normal curve using the logarithm of the administered dose. The dominant role of the tolerance distribution for dose-incidence relationships is also illustrated with the example of a linear dose-BED relationship, using adducts to protein or DNA as the BED. Superimposed by a sigmoid distribution of individual susceptibilities, a sigmoid dose-incidence curve results. Linearity is no longer observed. We conclude that differences in susceptibility should always be considered for toxicological risk assessment and extrapolation to low dose.